A Prototype Knowledge Base and SMART App to Facilitate Organization of Patient Medications by Clinical Problems
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Abstract

Increasing use of electronic health records requires comprehensive patient-centered views of clinical data. We describe a prototype knowledge base and SMART app that facilitates organization of patient medications by clinical problems, comprising a preliminary step in building such patient-centered views. The knowledge base includes 7,164,444 distinct problem-medication links, generated from RxNorm, SNOMED CT, and NDF-RT within the UMLS Metathesaurus. In an evaluation of the knowledge base applied to 5000 de-identified patient records, 22.4% of medications linked to an entry in the patient’s active problem list, compared to 32.6% of medications manually linked by providers; 46.5% of total links were unique to the knowledge base, not added by providers. Expert review of a random patient subset estimated a sensitivity of 37.1% and specificity of 98.9%. The SMART API successfully utilized the knowledge base to generate problem-medication links for test patients. Future work is necessary to improve knowledge base sensitivity and efficiency.

Introduction

In early electronic health record (EHR) and health information technology (HIT) adopter organizations, patients may have over 10 years of clinical data covering all aspects of their care. These readily accessible, legible archives of clinical notes, laboratory test results, radiographic images, and provider correspondence can inform clinical care (1), but they also pose a challenge for time-pressured clinicians working in busy settings (2). As the number of clinicians using EHRs and the number of health information exchanges (HIEs) capable of exchanging patient-level data increases, the quantity of data those clinicians will need to review for safe and effective care increases exponentially (3). In addition, clinicians must integrate these data with their existing knowledge and fast-changing external scientific literature and guidelines, while still keeping in view the internal policies and procedures of their institutions (4). HIT is likely to be critical to management of these data and information needs, and solutions will require using explicit, unified, accurate, and comprehensive patient-centered models that reflect the true work domain ontology (5). A preliminary step in creating such models is automated linking of a patient’s medications with clinical indications, or problems. In this paper, we describe the generation of a clinical knowledge base and development of a prototype SMART app to facilitate the organization of a patient’s medications according to their clinical problems, which we believe is a better cognitive match for most tasks involving clinician review and integration than an alphabetical or chronological view of medications.

Background

The Unified Medical Language System Metathesaurus

The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus (6), developed over the last 25 years by the United States National Library of Medicine (NLM), is a large, integrated biomedical database of 158 source vocabularies containing more than 2.3 million concepts, 8.5 million unique concept names, and over 12 million relationships among concepts. The UMLS Metathesaurus is built from more than 100 source vocabularies, including RxNorm,
SNOMED CT (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine – Clinical Terms), and the Veterans Health Administration National Drug File-Reference Terminology (NDF-RT).

RxNorm is a standardized nomenclature that provides normalized names for drugs and drug delivery devices, aimed to facilitate interoperability among HIT systems by linking to drug vocabularies within the UMLS Metathesaurus (7). Also facilitating interoperability is SNOMED CT, a comprehensive clinical terminology maintained by the International Health Terminology Standards Development Organisation (IHTSDO) (8). NDF-RT is a reference terminology for medications, providing a formal content model to describe medications and definitional relationships (e.g., “may_treat”) (9). Many concepts, including medications and clinical problems, have numerous synonyms associated with them, creating a dense graph of inter-relationships.

The SMART Architecture

The SMART (Substitutable Medical Apps, Reusable Technologies) platform was developed by researchers and developers from Harvard Medical School as part of Strategic Health IT Advanced Research Projects (SHARP) program funded by the Office of the National Coordinator for Health IT. The platform’s goal is to facilitate “iPhone-like” substitutability for medical apps and provides an application programming interface (API) for data capture, storage, and retrieval (10). EHRs and other HIT systems may be “SMART-enabled,” allowing apps employing the SMART API to interact with those systems.

Significance

Substantially large patient records from various sources generated during years of EHR use combined with the need for busy clinicians to efficiently review such records calls for automated methods to summarize patient data (1-4). Researchers have previously described various methods for developing similar systems, such as automatic linking and identification of patient medications and clinical problems (11-14). While these methods are beneficial and serve as the basis for our knowledge base, use and evaluation of the systems with actual patient data are limited to local installations. A readily available methodology for summarizing patient data generalizable to any HIT system is necessary.

Methods

Study Setting

We developed and evaluated the knowledge base and SMART app at a large, multi-specialty, ambulatory academic practice that provides medical care for adults, adolescents, and children throughout the Houston community. Providers utilize Allscripts Enterprise Electronic Health Record (v11.1.7; Chicago, IL) to maintain patient notes and problem lists, order and view results of laboratory tests, and prescribe medications. Providers can manually link medications to a diagnosis within the patient’s clinical problem list, though this feature is seldom utilized. We randomly selected 5000 de-identified patients with an outpatient encounter between July 1, 2010 and December 31, 2010 and at least one active, coded clinical problem and medication. Because the knowledge base depends on RxNorm CUIs and SNOMED CT codes, we included only medications and problems that could be mapped to the respective vocabulary. This study was approved by The University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston’s Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects (HSC-SHIS-10-0238).

Design Considerations

The primary design and performance goals for this project aimed to:

1. Extract and evaluate a prototype clinical knowledge base for linking medications with clinical problems.
2. Utilize the knowledge base to automatically associate a patient’s medications with the clinical problem(s) for which they were prescribed.
3. Generate the list of patient problems and linked medications in less than 1 second.
4. Employ the SMART architecture to develop a patient summary view generalizable to various EHRs.
Knowledge Base Generation

To facilitate organization of patient medications by clinical problems, we generated a knowledge base from concepts within the UMLS Metathesaurus. Figure 1 depicts the process by which we generated the knowledge. We first extracted medication indication information from NDF-RT using the “may_treat” relationship and mapped terms to SNOMED CT and RxNorm. To account for varying specificity in recording of problems and medications within the EHR, we allowed linking of medications and problems to child concepts within NDF-RT. For example, a “may_treat” relationship exists between “Insulin” and “Diabetes mellitus type 1”, but not between “Insulin” and “Insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus type IA”, a child concept of “Diabetes mellitus type 1.” We inferred relationships using the “isa” relationship between SNOMED CT problems, such that children of problems in a problem-medication pair also linked to the medication. We traversed child concepts for each problem until no new relationships were inferred, which occurred after twelve iterations of problem inferences. Our resulting knowledge base contained RxCUI and SNOMED CT Code pairs, which may be mapped to medications and problems within any ONC-approved EHR (15).

SMART App Development

To create a summary app, we employed the SMART Javascript Library. We developed and tested the app using the SMART Reference EMR, which contains records for 50 test patients. The records include allergy, allergy exception, demographics, prescription fulfillment, lab result, lab result panel, medication, note, and problem types that are mapped to coded vocabularies. Specifically, medication and clinical problems are mapped to RxNorm and SNOMED CT respectively. Using the SMART API, we retrieved medication and clinical problem data, displaying problem-medication links when possible.

Knowledge Base and SMART App Evaluation

To evaluate the coverage of the knowledge base, we first counted the number of unique medications within RxNorm for which we were able to identify one or more clinical problems within SNOMED CT using NDF-RT relationships. We also calculated the total number of problem-medication links identified within each level of the SNOMED CT hierarchies.

To simulate use of the newly developed clinical knowledge base within an EHR, we evaluated the problem-medication linking system against the 5000 de-identified Allscripts patients using a locally developed display tool and the SMART test patients using the SMART app within the SMART Reference EMR. For each, we calculated the percentage of medications linking to a clinical problem within the patient’s record. We measured the execution speed of the linking system on problem-medication links generated for a subset of 1000 randomly selected patients with at least three clinical problems and five medications, calculating the mean time to process each medication on the patient’s list.
To assess the accuracy of the problem-medicine linking knowledge base, we first calculated the number of automatically linked problems and medications that matched links manually entered by ordering providers within Allscripts. We then randomly selected a subset of 25 Allscripts patients with at least three clinical problems and five medications documented in the EHR for expert review. For each problem-medicine pair, a board-certified internist (AL) determined whether the problem was an appropriate indication for the medication. Based on these results, we calculated the estimated sensitivity and specificity of the problem-medicine linking system.

**Results**

**Allscripts Problem and Medication Mapping**
For all patients experiencing an encounter during the study period, problems mapped to SNOMED CT concepts accounted for 4,978 of 16,713 distinct problems (29.79%) and 159,519 of 472,970 total problem instances (33.72%). Medications mapped to RxNorm concepts accounted for 11,974 of 17,410 unique medications (68.78%) and 360,900 of 455,609 total medication instances (79.21%). Providers manually linked one or more problems to 51,099 (14.16%) medication instances.

**Knowledge Base Coverage and Speed**
The knowledge base contained 7,164,444 problem-medicine linked pairs. These pairs are comprised of 8,038 distinct RxNorm terms linked to 59,647 distinct SNOMED CT problems, encompassing 7.4% of medication terms within RxNorm and 20.4% of problems within SNOMED CT. Table 1 indicates the number of links included in the knowledge base by depth of inference through traversal of the “isa” SNOMED CT relationships.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNOMED CT Problem “isa” Depth</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distinct Links</td>
<td>44,421</td>
<td>591,014</td>
<td>1,481,766</td>
<td>1,988,527</td>
<td>1,677,023</td>
<td>935,235</td>
<td>350,401</td>
<td>94,406</td>
<td>31,030</td>
<td>23,602</td>
<td>13,753</td>
<td>2,924</td>
<td>342</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** Distinct links included in the problem-medicine knowledge base. Relationships extracted directly from NDF-RT have a depth equal to zero.

Using the new knowledge base, the system generated problem-medicine summaries for the subset of 1000 randomly selected patients with at least three clinical problems and five medications at a mean rate of 1.84 seconds per patient (0.19 seconds per medication).

**Knowledge Base Accuracy**
The 5000 randomly selected patients for evaluation included 22,887 total problem instances and 23,424 total medication instances. Providers manually linked 7,635 (32.59%) medications to patient problems. The knowledge base linked 5,251 (22.42%) medications to patient problems. Of these, 2,148 problem-medicine pairings occurred for both manual and knowledge base linking, indicating that the knowledge base linked 4,763 (46.47% of total links) additional medications not previously linked by providers.

During expert review of the 151 problem-medicine matches for the subset of 25 patients, we found that 124 were correct, indicating a positive predictive value for the knowledge base of 82.1%. Some causes of false positive matches included wrong dose (e.g. linking Aspirin 81 MG Tablet to Prepatellar Bursitis) and wrong route of administration (e.g. linking Prednisone 20 MG Tablet to Hypertrophic Scar). For those medications not linked, 210...
(8.4%) should have matched to a problem on the patient’s list. These results indicate a sensitivity of 37.1% and specificity of 98.9% (Table 2).

### Expert Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge Base</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>124</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>210</td>
<td>2303</td>
<td>2513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>334</td>
<td>2330</td>
<td>2664</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Results of expert problem-medication link review.

### SMART App

Figure 2 depicts a screenshot of the problem-medication linking app within the SMART Reference EMR. The app successfully retrieved patient problem and medication data using the SMART API and linked medications to relevant problems using the new knowledge base.

![Figure 2. Screenshot of SMART app for test patient in SMART Reference EMR.](image-url)
Discussion

Summary of Findings

We aimed to first generate a knowledge base for linking medications to problems and then design a prototype SMART app to organize and display a patient’s active medications by associated clinical problem. Using the UMLS Metathesaurus, we successfully created a knowledge base that linked medications to patient’s problems with high specificity. The low sensitivity of the knowledge base may be due to more general or precise use of medications and problems by providers in patient records than the knowledge base covers, though this may be improved with a more expansive knowledge base. Likewise, the lower than expected efficiency may be improved by optimization to both the knowledge base and summary display code. The SMART app effectively linked medications and problems for test patients in the SMART reference EMR.

Others have described similar methods for automatically linking medications and problems. For example, Burton, et al. also mapped medications and diseases using RxNorm, NDF-RT, and SNOMED CT with reasonable sensitivity and specificity (11). Our attempt expands these methods by including related problems with the “isa” relationship within SNOMED CT to map problems with varying specificity in the EHR data. In addition, our employment of the SMART API to construct a patient summary using the knowledge base provides a generalizable product that may be implemented and evaluated by any entity with a SMART-enabled HIT system.

Limitations

This research has a number of limitations. First, it is necessary that any system utilizing the knowledge base have medications and clinical problems that are linked to RxNorm and SNOMED CT. Such mappings may be difficult, as internal vocabularies may contain terms that convey other semantic types, and no equivalent term exists in the corresponding vocabularies (16). Limitations still exist with internal medications and clinical problems completely mapped to existing vocabularies, as these have been found to be incomplete (17). Mapping between medications and clinical problems may also be limited by incompleteness or inaccuracies in a patient’s medication and problem lists. Providers may enter incorrect problems for patients or fail to enter some problems altogether.

Future Work

As our methods are limited by inaccurate or incomplete patient problem lists, an initial direction for our future work includes suggestion of problems to be added to the patient’s list. One approach might involve a previously described method for automatically associating patient medications and problems (12). Other approaches may use inferences based on frequent prior manual mappings or related problems within the new knowledge base with high utilization, which may be obtained from the SNOMED CT CORE problem list (18). Another future aim includes improvement of the existing knowledge base and summary display code. Curation of the knowledge base, such as addition of relationships known to exist but not occurring in NDF-RT or removal of frequently false positive relationships may improve sensitivity and specificity. Additionally, grouping of problems within the knowledge base may allow better summarization of the data. Finally, we aim to add vocabularies and relationships to the knowledge base to include linking of laboratory results and other relevant data to the summary.

Conclusion

The newly generated knowledge base performed with a high specificity to organize patient’s medications by their clinical problems, and the SMART app effectively served as a generalizable patient summary display. Further research is necessary to improve the sensitivity and efficiency of the knowledge base.
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